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”One day, I had an idea..." 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This is the story of one brilliant idea and the child who 
helps to bring it into the world. As the child's confidence 
grows, so does the idea itself. And then, one day, 
something amazing happens... 
 

In 2018, award-winning composer Paul Rissmann (UK) 
created a magical orchestral work for symphony orchestra 
and children's choir, bringing to life the inspirational story 
of What Do You Do With An Idea? In partnership with 
acclaimed author, Kobi Yamada, Connecting the Dots in 
Music is leading a collaboration that will see the work 
recorded in 2020 by three leading ensembles: Australian 
Session Orchestra, The Australian Voices and Young 
Voices of Birralee, narrated by Paul Rissmann. 
 

To be recorded on June 14-15 in Brisbane, Australia, the 
work will be published and distributed to orchestras, 
schools and communities around the world so that they 
too can create and present their very own performance of 
this incredible story. Now, more than ever before, we 
need to empower our young people to believe in their 
creativity and ideas, and ultimately, to change the world. 
Performed by the London Symphony Orchestra in 2019 
and premiered by Adelaide Symphony Orchestra/Young 
Adelaide Voices in 2018, this immersive work has the 
power to inspire young people all around the world. 
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Kobi Yamada (Author)  
Paul Rissmann (Composer/Narrator) 
Emily Gann (Creative Producer)  
Daniel Lopez (Orchestra Director)  
Gordon Hamilton (Conductor) 

 

with  
 

Australian Session Orchestra 
The Australian Voices 

Voices of Birralee 
 
 

“The performance was very, very special. Congratulations on your brilliant idea which is changing the world.” 
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Connecting the Dots in Music 
www.connectingthedotsinmusic.com 

 

The Australian Session Orchestra 
www.theaustraliansessionorchestra.com 

 

with 
 

The Australian Voices and Voices of Birralee 
 
 
 

 
 

MEDIA LINKS 
 

Soundcloud Midi Recording 
https://soundcloud.com/paul-rissmann/sets/what-do-you-do-with-an-idea 

 
World Premiere Review: The Advertiser 2018 

https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/entertainment/arts/adelaide-symphony-
orchestra-family-concert-asks-what-do-you-do-with-an-idea/news-

story/234a86693050220c2727ce284dc112de 
 

From the Producer: Good Evening The Blog 
http://goodeveningtheblog.com/emily-gann-what-do-you-do-with-an-idea/ 

 
World Premiere Performance Footage 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2v-vaqxaCI 
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A note from the composer 

 
As a composer who frequently turns children’s literature into symphonic scores, finding the perfect 
book to set to music is surprisingly challenging. I am endlessly searching for a work with a strong 
sense of adventure and meaning, with clearly defined episodes, but without too many words. Sadly, 
most novels designed for young people are simply too long to ever make the leap into orchestral 
form as most of my commissions are for around 25 minutes of music and not a complete Ring Cycle. 
 
While there seems to be an endless supply of appealing books for very young children, finding a 
publication with prose and imagery that is sophisticated enough to engage older children is far 
more difficult. But then I was introduced to Kobi Yamada’s What Do You Do With An Idea? The 
moment I glanced at the cover, I heard music. Mae Besom’s illustrations are so emotional and 
Kobi's words so lyrical, I knew I was holding one of the most thought-provoking and musical picture 
books I’d ever read.  
 
The true genius of Kobi’s book is surely that it resonates with absolutely everyone - irrespective of 
age, we can all be inspired and challenged by his idea. This universal appeal is at the heart of 
everything I have aspired to do in my own career. While I may be commissioned by an orchestra to 
make a piece for young listeners, I passionately believe it is essential that older members of the 
audience, whether they be teachers or parents or grandparents, connect with the experience 
too. When my setting of What Do You Do With An Idea? premiered in Adelaide in 2018, the 
reaction from the audience was quite overwhelming. Young and old alike were gripped by the 
power of the ‘idea’. I vividly remember standing on stage, narrating the story and by the 8th 
movement one lady in the audience was in floods of tears - but smiling simultaneously. Afterwards, 
a teenage boy (who had been dragged along to the concert by his mother) told me that he had 
always wanted to write music for orchestra, not for small ensembles like he has to at school, but full 
symphony orchestra. He asked me what I thought about his ambitious plans - I told him I loved his 
idea. 
 

Paul Rissmann 2020 
 

www.paulrissmann.com 
 



Paul Rissmann 
Biography 
2020 
 

 
‘The Jamie Oliver of animateurs’   Neue Muzikzeitung 

 
‘Rissmann is without parallel. He has a line of communication that exactly matches, 

 then advances the listening skills of his audience’   The Herald 
 
 
 
Paul Rissmann was born on the Isle of Bute, Scotland and is a composer, presenter and music 
educationalist. He studied composition and classical saxophone at the Royal Academy of Music, Guildhall 
School of Music and Drama and the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland. He currently holds the positions of 
Animateur with the London Symphony Orchestra, Children’s Composer in Residence for Music in the 
Round and Creative Partner of the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra. 
 
Paul is passionate about music education. He is equally comfortable making music in a primary school or 
explaining the intricacies of Stravinsky’s motor rhythms to an audience of adults. His work in this field has 
received awards from both the Royal Philharmonic Society and the Royal Television Society. In 2014, he 
appeared as creative director in a Channel 4 (UK) documentary Addicts’ Symphony, which explored how 
music can be therapeutic in overcoming addiction. 
 
Frequently commissioned to transform children’s literature into symphonic scores, Paul has a diverse 
portfolio of compositions including an orchestral suite inspired by Alice in Wonderland and a setting of 
the New York Times bestseller What Do You Do With an Idea? written by Kobi Yamada. In 2012 he won a 
British Composer’s Award for The Chimpanzees of Happytown and in 2018 ABC Classics (Australia) 
released a recording of his musical adventure Stan and Mabel. 
 
Paul’s music has been commissioned and performed by orchestras all over the world, including the London 
Symphony Orchestra, London Philharmonic Orchestra, Philharmonia Orchestra, New York Philharmonic, 
Adelaide Symphony Orchestra, Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, Scottish Chamber Orchestra, Royal 
Scottish National Orchestra, Orchestre National du Capitole de Toulouse and Luxembourg 
Philharmonic. 
 
Recent works include a prequel to Stravinsky’s Firebird ballet for the LPO, a setting of Shaun Tan’s 
The Lost Thing for the ASO and a ‘not-so-young person’s guide to the orchestra’ for ProMusica 
Columbus. 
 
Paul creates and performs bespoke orchestral events for people of all ages which range from full-scale 
orchestral concerts for the under-5s to a critically acclaimed series of music discovery concerts for adults 
called Naked Classics. He guest presented Classics Unwrapped for BBC Radio Scotland, dissected the 
world of opera for Glyndebourne in Behind the Curtain and performed a series of open-air classical 
concerts in London’s Trafalgar Square. Paul has appeared with the New York Philharmonic, Vienna 
Philharmonic, London Symphony Orchestra with both Valery Gergiev and Simon Rattle, Esa-Pekka Salonen 
and the Philharmonia, Andris Nelsons and the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra and toured India 
with Nicola Benedetti and BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra. 


